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Effect of quench depth on grain structure in quiescently ordered
block copolymers
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Grain growth in a polystyrene–polyisoprene block copolymer melt is studied by time-resolved
depolarized light scattering after a quiescent quench from the disordered to the ordered state. At
shallow quench depths, classical nucleation and growth kinetics are observed. Grains comprising the
equilibrated ordered phase nucleate and grow by consuming the surrounding disordered phase. In
contrast, deep quenches result in the formation of disorganized grains with an average order
parameter that is well below the equilibrium value. Small angle neutron scattering and rheological
experiments were conducted to facilitate the interpretation of the light scattering data. We show that
the nonequilibrium grain structure formed during deep quenches is due to extremely high nucleation
density. Under these circumstances, the space required for the formation of equilibrated grains is
unavailable. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1357796#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ordered crystalline and liquid crystalline phases form
in the absence of external fields contain numerous defect1–5

Coherent order is restricted to regions called grains. Man
lating grain structure to obtain the desired material proper
is common practice. Some applications require mater
with high defect density while others require complete elim
nation of defects. The grain structure in a given sample
determined by processing history. Shallow quenches fr
the liquid state produce large grains while deep quenc
produce small grains. Coherent order can be suppre
completely if the cooling is rapid enough, resulting in vitr
fication or glass formation. A unified framework for quan
fying the processes that are responsible for grain struc
and vitrification in different materials has not yet been d
veloped. This is because grain structure is determined b
complex interplay between thermodynamic and kinetic f
tors. Consequently, processes leading to the desired g
structure are identified empirically. The mechanical prop
ties of liquid crystalline grains are highly anisotropic; vi
cous flow is obtained along the liquid axes while solidli
elasticity is obtained along the other axes. This attribute
troduces further complications in the relationship betwe
quenching conditions and grain structure. It is thus not s
prising that many questions about the factors that con
grain structure in liquid crystals remain unresolved.

Our objective is to identify the thermodynamic and k
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netic factors that govern grain structure in a hexagonal liq
crystal system. We study a polystyrene–polyisoprene bl
copolymer melt which forms an ordered phase consisting
polyisoprene cylinders arranged on a hexagonal lattice,
bedded in a polystyrene matrix.6 The birefringence of or-
dered block copolymersDn ~the difference in refractive in-
dex for light polarized parallel and perpendicular to t
cylinder axes! is about 1024. The material is highly trans-
parent in both the ordered and disordered state and g
formation can be conveniently studied by depolarized lig
scattering. We performed additional small angle neut
scattering~SANS! and rheological experiments to facilitat
the interpretation of the light scattering data.

This paper is part of a series wherein block copolym
grain structure is probed by depolarized light scattering.7–14

The present experimental system was designed to cov
much wider range of quenching conditions than the previ
experiments. We found that changing the system led to n
and unexpected results. The main purpose of this paper
report these findings.

The grain structure of block copolymers has been pro
by a variety of other techniques. The topology of defe
such as wedge and screw dislocations were studied by tr
mission electron microscopy~TEM!.15,16 A comparison of
grain structure determined by TEM and depolarized lig
scattering has been conducted.9 Defect annihilation processe
in block copolymer thin films have been studied by dire
imaging techniques such as atomic force microsco
~AFM!.17–19 In some systems, the grain structure can be
ferred from ultra low angle x-ray scattering experiments.20

il:

il:
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of depolarized ligh
scattering apparatus and definition o
scattering geometry.
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II. MATERIALS, INSTRUMENTATION, AND DATA
ACQUISITION

A polystyrene–polyisoprene diblock copolymer w
synthesized by anionic polymerization under high vacuu
using methods described elsewhere.21 The weight average
molar masses of the polystyrene and polyisoprene blo
were determined to be 19.8 and 6.0 kg/mol, respectively,
the polydispersity index of the copolymer was 1.07. We re
to this polymer as SI~20-6!. The polymer characterizatio
procedures are given in Ref. 21. About 0.5 wt. % BHT~2,6-
di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol! was added to a benzene sol
tion of the polymer to prevent oxidative degradation. T
polymer was isolated by freeze-drying and stored in a free
at 211 °C.

The order–disorder transition temperature,TODT, of
SI~20-6! was determined by the birefringence method22,23

and found to be 13361 °C. The volume fraction of polyiso
prene in the block copolymer is 0.26. Based on extens
characterization of polystyrene–polyisoprene blo
copolymers,24 we expect the sample to have a cylindric
microstructure at temperatures of interest, 116 °C–132
The glass transition temperature of the polystyrene-rich
crophase was measured by differential scanning calorime
experiments conducted on an ordered sample and determ
to be 78 °C. The glass transition was seen more clearly
ing cooling than heating; both experiments were conduc
at 10 °C/min. Our studies on order formation were thus c
ducted well above the glass transition temperature of
polystyrene-rich microphase.

The light scattering experiments were conducted o
mm thick SI~20-6! melts enclosed between optical flats. T
samples were made by placing the appropriate amoun
polymer on a 1 mmthick optical flat. A black anodized alu
minum spacer with an inner diameter of 16 mm was pla
around the polymer. The assembly comprising the spa
quartz disk, and polymer were heated to 150 °C in a vacu
oven until a bubble-free polymer sample was obtained. T
polymer was then capped by a second optical flat in nitro
atmosphere and the cell was sealed with a high tempera
glue.

The depolarized light scattering experiments were c
ducted on a homebuilt apparatus described in Ref. 11
schematic of the light scattering experiment is shown in F
1. A beam of light from a 15 mW He–Ne laser withl
5633 nm was used as the source. A beamsplitter was us
direct a small portion~5%! of the laser output onto a photo
diode. The photodiode reading was used to monitor chan
in the incident beam; we refer to this as the monitor pho
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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diode. The main beam was directed through a horizontal
larizer, and a quarter-wave plate, which was used as a c
pensator. The light emerging from the sample passed thro
an analyzer whose optic axis was perpendicular to the po
izer and was projected onto a screen. A charge coupled
vice ~CCD! camera equipped with a focusing lens was us
to capture the two-dimensional scattering data projected o
the screen. The scattering intensity was recorded as a f
tion of scattering angleu along 2 azimuthal angles,m50°
andm545° ~see Fig. 1!. Before each experiment, the samp
was disordered by heating to 142 °C for 40 min, to ensur
uniform starting condition for all of the experiments. Th
depolarized light scattering signal in the disordered state
measured, and taken to be the background signal.
sample was then quenched into the ordered state and
depolarized light scattering intensity profiles were measu
as a function of time. Time zero (t50) is defined as the time
at which the set point on the temperature controller w
changed. It took between 32 and 42 min for the sample te
perature to reach within 1 °C of the final quench temperatu
the deepest quench~116 °C! required 42 min while the shal
lowest quench~130 °C! required 32 min. The time-depende
depolarized light scattering profiles were measured fo
minimum of 3 h(t5180 min).

Details regarding the conversion of the raw data to
polarized scattering intensityI (q,m) are very similar to
those given in Ref. 11. The only difference is that the m
sured intensity in the present experiments was normalized
the monitor photodiode signal to account for changes in
incident intensity. In some experiments, the scattering sig
exceeded the saturation limit of our CCD camera. In su
cases, a neutral density filter, with a nominal transmiss
coefficient of 0.1, was introduced into the optical path w
the help of a translation stage, before the beamsplitter.
neutral density filter is not shown in Fig. 1 for clarity. Th
normalization of the scattering profiles using the monitor s
nal described above accounts for the presence of the ne
density filter and drifts in the laser intensity. In some order
samples we found a bright central spot that could not
extinguished by rotating the compensator and polarizers.
bright spot may be due to nonrandomness in the grain o
nization or residual stresses due to the solidlike characte
the ordered phase. In cases where a bright spot was obta
the scattering signal within the bright spot was ignored. T
depolarized light scattering intensityI alongm50° and 45°
is reported as a function of the scattering vectorq, @q
54p sin(u/2)/l, whereu is the scattering angle andl is the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10198 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 22, 8 June 2001 Kim et al.
wavelength of the incident light beam#, after monitor and
background corrections.

The scattering data from a finite collection of grains co
tains speckles due to constructive and destructive inter
ence from particular pairs of widely separated grains. T
scattering equations that we will develop in the next sect
apply to averages over such speckled patterns from sta
cally equivalent samples. In systems with rapid dynam
~e.g., dilute polymer solutions!, one can obtain averaged da
by time averaging. However, the dynamical processes in
dered block copolymers are extremely slow. In su
samples, one can obtain averages by translating or rota
the sample. However, we found that the grain structure
our samples is affected by motion, presumably due to
flow-aligning character of block copolymers. We thus obta
averagedI (q,m) by averaging the measured scattering d
in four adjacent pixels in the CCD camera, along the spe
fied directionm.

SANS experiments were conducted on the NG3 bea
line at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, Maryland, using the following configuratio
neutron wavelength,l56.0 Å, wavelength spread,Dl/l
50.15, sample-to-detector distance54 m, sample aperture
50.635 cm, source-to-sample distance55.47 m, and source
size55.0 cm. The scattering data were collected using a t
dimensional detector, corrected for background scatter
empty cell scattering, and detector sensitivity. We report
azimuthally averaged scattering intensity as a function oq
~same definition as above except thatl is the wavelength of
the incident neutron beam!. The raw data were converted t
absolute coherent scattering intensity,I SANS(q), using meth-
ods and secondary standards described in Ref. 21.

Rheological measurements were conducted on an AR
instrument built by Rheometrics Scientific in a dry nitrog
environment, using 25 mm diam parallel plate fixtures, an
transducer with a dynamic range between 200 and 0.2 g
The location of the point of contact between the para
plates was noted. The lower plate was detached and 3 g of
the polymer was placed on the plate. A retaining ring arou
the plate was used to keep the polymer from flowing off
plate. The assembly of the lower plate, retaining ring, a
polymer were placed in a vacuum oven at 150 °C unti
bubble-free sample was obtained. After cooling to room te
perature, the lower plate with the polymer sample was re
tached to the rheometer. The upper plate was then lowere
150 °C in the ARES oven under dry nitrogen to yield a 1
mm thick sample.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR INTERPRETATION OF
DEPOLARIZED LIGHT SCATTERING DATA

We provide a brief summary of the equations that d
scribe depolarized light scattering from ordered block
polymers. The model used in this work was developed
Ref. 14. We assume that the sample is composed of
domly oriented ordered grains coexisting with disordered
gions. The volume fraction of the ordered grains isf. Each
grain is a birefringent, uniaxial crystal with optic axis para
lel to the cylinder axis. The scattered field from this colle
tion of grains is determined by the probability that given
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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point inside a grain with optic axis along a unit vectorg, a
vectorR emanating from that point lies entirely within tha
grain. We assume that this probability distributionC(R,g) is
of the Gaussian-ellipsoidal form,

C~R,g!5expF2
1

2 S a"R

w D 2GexpF2
1

2 S b•R

w D 2G
3expF2

1

2 S g"R

l D 2G , ~1!

where$g,a,b% are an orthogonal set of unit vectors. The ch
acteristic lengths of the ellipsoidal grains in the directio
parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis arel and w, re-
spectively. The scattering profiles,I (q,m) for such a system
along them50° and 45° directions is given by

I ~q,0°!5I 0@C~q!1D~q!# ~2!

and

I ~q,45°!5I 0@C~q!2D~q!#, ~3!

where

C~q!5
15

16
expS 2

q2w2

2 D E
0

p

da sin5 a

3exp@2b~a!#I m0@b~a!# ~4!

and

D~q!52
15

16
expS 2

q2w2

2 D E
0

p

da sin5 a

3exp@2b~a!#I m2@b~a!#, ~5!

b(a)5(q2l 2/4)@12w2/ l 2#sin2 a, Imj is the modified Besse
function of orderj, and

I 05Kc~Dn!2w2lf5Kc~Dn!2vf, ~6!

where Kc is an instrumental constant, andv5w2l is the
characteristic grain volume. The 15/16 factor in Eqs.~4! and
~5! ensures that limq→0 C(q)51 @note that limq→0 D(q)
50#. In previous papers,11,14 this constant was absorbed in
the definition ofKc .

For isotropic grains (l 5w), D(q)[0 @see Eq.~5!#, and
Eqs.~2!–~4! reduce to a simple expression forI (q,m) that is
independent ofm,

I ~q!5I 0 expS 2
q2w2

2 D for l 5w only. ~7!

IV. EFFECT OF QUENCH TEMPERATURE ON GRAIN
STRUCTURE

A series of depolarized light scattering experiments w
conducted where the sample was quenched from the d
dered state to the ordered state. Each experiment was st
by heating the sample to 142 °C, which is well above t
order–disorder transition temperature for 40 min, follow
by a quench to a predetermined temperatureT in the ordered
state. The results of these experiments are shown in Fi
where we show the depolarized light scattering intensity
tained alongm545°. In Fig. 2~a! we show results obtained
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Time dependent depolarized light scattering profiles along them545° direction after quenching from the disordered state to various tempera
below the order–disorder transition temperature~a! 132 °C. At this temperature we see no signs of the order formation and the uncorrected raw scatteri
at t5420 min are indistinguishable from that obtained in the disordered state prior to the quench. At all other quench temperatures we report theg
intensity, I, after background and monitor corrections~see text for details!; ~b! 130 °C,~c! 128 °C,~d! 126 °C,~e! 124 °C,~f! 122 °C,~g! 120 °C,~h! 118 °C,
~i! 116 °C.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Continued.!
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at T5132 °C which is just belowTODT. We show raw scat-
tering intensity obtained att50 which is the background
signal, as well as data obtained att5300 and 420 min. It is
evident that there is no measurable change in the depola
light scattering signal after quenching to 132 °C. We co
clude that the thermodynamic driving force for order form
tion at 132 °C is too weak and we thus do not see any
dence of order formation on the experimental time scale
dramatic difference is found when the sample is quenche
130 °C; see Fig. 2~b!. At this quench temperature~and most
other temperatures discussed in this paper!, the signal is well
above the background. From this point forward we only d
cussI (q,m) after monitor and background corrections we
made~see Sec. II!. At T5130 °C, the signal increases abo
the background att565 min and then continues to increa
rapidly @Fig. 2~b!#. The scattering intensity atq50 reaches
2000 units att5230 min when the experiment was term
nated. Note that the incident beam is not masked and thuI 0

~I at q50! is obtained without resorting to extrapolation. W
see clear signatures of the ordering process 3 °C belowTODT

@Fig. 2~b!# but not 1 °C belowTODT @Fig. 2~a!#. Similar sig-
natures were seen at lower quench temperatures as ca
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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seen in Figs. 2~c!–2~i!. However, the magnitude of the inten
sity obtained at the end of the experiment (t'200 min) is a
sensitive function of quench temperature. Changing
quench temperature from 130 °C to 116 °C leads to a mo
tonic reduction inI 0 from 2000 to 0.7. The fact that th
depolarized light scattering signatures of order formation
weaker with increasing quench depth is somewhat surp
ing. At a quench temperature of 116 °C, the magnitude of
signal is comparable to the magnitude of the noise~0.5 units!
at all stages of the experiment@see Fig. 2~i!#. This is an
indication of extremely poor order. The data obtained at
shallowest and deepest quenches are thus quite similar@com-
pare Figs. 2~a! and 2~i!#.

At all times ~when the scattering signal was well abo
the background!, the profiles obtained at quench temper
tures between 130 and 124 °C exhibited fourfold symme
Typical scattering data is shown in Fig. 3 where we show
raw data recorded on the CCD camera att5200 min after
quench from the disordered state to 128 °C. Figure 3 sh
the two-dimensional data corresponding to the last data
shown in Fig. 2~c!. The fourfold symmetry of the scatterin
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10201J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 22, 8 June 2001 Effect of quench depth on grain structure
pattern is clearly seen in Fig. 3. The scattering profilesI (q)
along m50° and 45°, obtained from the two-dimension
data shown in Fig. 3, are shown in Fig. 4~a!. It is evident that
I (q,m545°) is slightly larger thanI (q,m50°) in the range
0.05mm21,q,0.25mm21 range. Atq,0.05mm21, i.e., as
q→0, the scattering intensity is independent ofm. This is
consistent with Maxwell’s equations, which require the ele
tric field in the detector plane to be continuous at all poin
At q.0.25mm21 the scattering intensity is comparable
the background signal~the background is isotropic!. The
dashed and solid curves in Fig. 4~a! are fits of Eqs.~2! and
~3! through them50° and 45° data, respectively, withl, w,
and I 0 as adjustable parameters. The theoretical scatte
curves were computed over a wide range ofl, w, and I 0

values. The sum of the square of the deviation between
theoretical and experiment scattering intensity, (DI )2 over
the entire range ofq andm were computed for each comb
nation ofl, w, andI 0 . The combinations that gave the sma
est average value ofuDI u/I 0 are reported in this paper. Th
theoretical curves in Fig. 4~a! correspond tol 517.3mm, w
56.9mm, and I 051430, and the corresponding avera
value of uDI u/I 0 is 0.013.

The deviation between theory and experiment (uDI u/I 0)
decreased as the disorder-to-order transition progresse
Fig. 4~b! we show data obtained at early timest
555 min). The curves in Fig. 4~b! represent least squares fi
of our model as described in the preceding paragraph, w
give l 57.5mm, w52.5mm, and I 052.2. The correspond
ing value of uDI u/I 0 is 0.045. The fact that error att
555 min @(uDI u/I 0) t555 min# is 3 times larger than the erro
at t5200 min @(uDI u/I 0) t5200 min# is not surprising becaus
the signal to noise ratio at early times is small. Note tha
t550 min, the signal is below the noise level.

It is evident from Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! that our model

FIG. 3. Typical two-dimensional light scattering profiles obtained after sh
low quenches. Data obtained att5200 min after quenching from the disor
dered state to 128 °C (TODT513361 °C). The center of the main beam
located at the junction of them50° andm545° rays.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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captures the essential features of our data. We analyzed a
the data obtained at quench temperatures between 130
124 °C using the ellipsoidal grain model because all of
data in this temperature range exhibited fourfold symme
Most of the uDI u/I 0 values were in the 0.1–0.01 range; th
only exceptions were the first recorded data set which, so
times gaveuDI u/I 0 as high as 0.2. It is important to recogniz
that the grain structure of quiescently quenched block
polymers is extremely complex. Coherent order is int
rupted by a variety of point, line, wall, and continuous~tex-
ture! defects. The values ofl and w obtained from the
analysis of the light scattering data should be interpreted
that average lengths over which coherence is obtained in
directions parallel and perpendicular to the optic axes,
spectively. It is perhaps remarkable that a single mode
consistent with all of the measured data, given the comp
ity of the grain structure being studied and the wide range
the grain parameters obtained. It should be noted that eve
simple systems with a single correlation length, differe
functional forms are often needed to fit the low-q and high-q
data.

At all times ~when the scattering signal was well abo
the background!, the profiles obtained at quench temper

l-

FIG. 4. Depolarized light scattering intensity alongm50° and 45° direc-
tions vs scattering vectorq. The data were obtained after quenching from t
disordered state to 128 °C. The curves are theoretical fits@Eqs.~2!–~5!# with
l, w, andI 0 as adjustable parameters.~a! t5200 min,~b! t555 min.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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10202 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 22, 8 June 2001 Kim et al.
tures between 122 and 116 °C were azimuthally symme
An example of such data is shown in Fig. 5~a!, where we
show I (q,m) obtained after quenching from the disorder
state to 122 °C att5200 min. Here we find that within ex
perimental error,I (q,0°)5I (q,45°). This indicates the pres
ence of isotropic grains withl 5w, and the scattering inten
sity profile is given by Eq.~7!. In such cases the least squar
fitting procedure described above was used on both se
data ~m50° andm545°! with I 0 and w as adjustable pa
rameters. The curve in Fig. 5~a! represents the least-squar
fit through the data, givingw53.2mm and I 0518.1. We
find reasonable agreement between the data and our m
with uDI u/I 050.05. The model underestimates the scatte
intensity in the lowq regime@see Fig. 5~a!#. Possible cause
for this deviation between theory and experiment are d
cussed below. In Fig. 5~b! we show the scattering profil
recorded during the early stages of the disorder-to-order t
sition at 122 °C (t555 min) along with the least squares fi
Under these conditions we obtainw51.3mm, I 050.81, and
uDI u/I 050.1. As mentioned in Sec. II, we ignore the spike
the data atq'0, which corresponds to about 0.5% of th
measured signal. The spike could be due to either a s

FIG. 5. Depolarized light scattering intensity alongm50° and 45° direc-
tions vs scattering vectorq. The data were obtained after quenching from t
disordered state to 122 °C. The curves are theoretical fits@Eq. ~7!# with w,
and I 0 as adjustable parameters.~a! t5200 min, ~b! t555 min.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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number of very large grains, or a slight preferential orien
tion of the grains formed during the early stages of t
disorder-to-order transition. It is evident that our single gra
model is consistent with the data shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!. Similar consistency was obtained at all times at quen
temperatures between 122 and 118 °C.

As seen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the difference in scatter
ing intensity alongm50 and 45° is relatively subtle an
these differences can only be seen on an expanded s
~e.g., Fig. 4!. On a more compact scale like that used in F
2, there is no discernible difference inI vs q plots alongm
50 andm545°. For brevity, we therefore do not show plo
of data obtained alongm50°. However, in all cases, the
data obtained alongm50 was used in the analysis, as d
scribed in Sec. III. All of the data at quench temperatu
between 130 °C and 124 °C were analyzed using Eqs.~2! and
~3!. All of the data at quench temperatures between 122
and 116 °C were analyzed using Eq.~7!. We thus obtain the
time dependence ofl, w, and I 0 as a function of quench
depth. Note that the same model is used for all of the d
analysis, because the isotropic grain model is a special
of the ellipsoidal grain model. While our model captures t
essential features of data obtained over a wide range of
rameter space, it does not rule out the possibility of devel
ing more accurate and appropriate models for describing
grain structure in block copolymers.

The time dependencies ofl andw in the shallow quench
regime, defined to be 124 °C<T<130 °C, are shown in
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. In Fig. 6 and in subseque
figures, a vertical gray bar is used to show the range of tim
required to change the temperature of the sample from
disordered to the ordered state~see Sec. II for details!. At
early times,l andw increase rapidly. AtT5130 °C, the shal-
lowest quench where order formation was observed, we
that l reaches a maximum of 27mm and then decreases wit
time @Fig. 6~a!#, while w increases monotonically with time
@Fig. 6~b!#. At the other temperatures in the shallow quen
regime,l andw reach time-independent plateau values af
t'150 min; see Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. In Fig. 6~c! we show the
time dependence ofw in the deep quench regime, defined
be 116 °C<T<122 °C. In this regime the grains are isotr
pic and thus grains are characterized by one length scalw.
At 122 °C @Fig. 6~c!#, we see an increase in the grain size
early times followed by a plateau. This is similar to th
trends seen in the shallow quench regime@Figs. 6~a! and
6~b!#. At 120 °C and 118 °C, however, the grain sizes
crease continuously during the course of the experiment.
low signal to noise ratio atT5116 °C prevented us from
obtaining reliable estimates of grain sizes during this que
@see Fig. 2~i!#.

In Fig. 7 we show the time dependence of average gr
volume,v ~v5 lw2, or w3 if l 5w! for all of the quenches.
We find that the time dependence ofv is similar for all of the
quenches. The grains are small during the early stages o
quench, grow rapidly at intermediate times (50 min,t
,150 min), and then reach a plateau at long timest
.150 min). At the lowest quench depth (T5130 °C), the
grain structure~l and w! continues to evolve att.150 min
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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@Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!# in spite of the fact thatv is more-or-less
constant during this time~Fig. 7!.

In Fig. 8 we show the time dependence ofI 0 obtained at
the different quench temperatures. We see that the time
pendence ofI 0 is similar to that ofv; compare Figs. 7 and 8
We find a rapid increase inI 0 at the early times followed by
a plateau later~Fig. 8!. It is perhaps of interest to note tha
the plateau values of theI 0 and v decrease by about thre
orders of magnitude in response to a modest chang

FIG. 6. Time-dependence of grain dimensionsl andw at different quench
temperatures. Data obtained after shallow quenches are shown in par~a!
and ~b!. Data obtained after deep quenches, wherel 5w, are shown in part
~c!. The vertical gray bar indicates the value att, where the sample tempera
ture reaches the final quench temperature~see Sec. II for details!.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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quench temperature from 130 °C to 118 °C~Figs. 7 and 8!.
The classical theory of nucleation and growth is built

the assumption that nuclei of the equilibrium ordered ph
grow by consuming the surrounding disordered phase. S
the nuclei are at equilibrium at all times, the order parame
within all of the grains is identical and independent of tim
This implies thatDn for the growing nuclei are independen
of time. If we assume thatf approaches unity at long times
t5tL , where we definetL to be the time at which each
experiment was terminated, then we can use measurem
of I 0 andv to estimatef. We define a parameterf nucl(t) to
be equal to the value ofI 0 /v at any timet, normalized by its
value attL ,

f nucl~ t !5
I 0~ t !/v~ t !

I 0~ tL!/v~ tL!
. ~8!

If the disorder-to-order transition is complete att5tL or ear-
lier, and if the mechanism of the disorder-to-order transit
is classical nucleation and growth, then the grain volu
fraction f(t)[ f nucl(t); see Eqs.~6! and ~8!.

FIG. 7. Time dependence of grain volume,v, at different quench tempera
tures. The vertical gray bar indicates the value att, where the sample tem
perature reaches the final quench temperature.

FIG. 8. Time dependence ofI 0 , the depolarized light scattering intensity a
q→0, at different quench temperatures. The vertical gray bar indicates
value att, where the sample temperature reaches the final quench tem
ture.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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It is anticipated that classical nucleation theories apply
shallow quenches.25,26 We thus begin with a discussion o
the time dependence off nucl for shallow quenches~between
130 °C and 124 °C!, assuming thatf(t)[ f nucl(t). The data
obtained in the shallow quench depth regime are show
Fig. 9~a!. At early times, the grain volume fraction is sma
It increases with time27 and reaches a plateau that is defin
to be unity. The time required forf to reach its asymptotic
value can be considerably lower than that required forv to
reach its asymptotic value. At 124 °C, for example, cle
signs of grain growth can be seen untilt5120 min ~Fig. 7!,
while f51 at t570 min @Fig. 9~a!#. Betweent570 and 120
min, at 124 °C,v increases from 30 to 80mm3 while f
remains constant. Grain volumev is determined entirely
from the angular dependence of the scattering intens
while I 0 is unrelated to the angular dependence of the s
tering intensity. Thus, at 124 °C betweent570 and 120 min,
both I 0 and I (q,m) change in such a way as to preserve
ratio I 0 /v. This behavior is seen during the later stages
grain growth at all temperatures discussed in Fig. 9~a!. The
observation of a time-independentf;I 0 /v during the later
stages provides substantial confirmation of our model

FIG. 9. Time dependence of the factorf nucl , defined by Eq.~8!, at different
quench temperatures.~a! Shallow quenches, wheref nucl can be approxi-
mately equated to the volume fraction of the ordered phase,f. ~b! Deep
quenches, wheref nucl cannot be equated to the volume fraction of the
dered phase. The vertical gray bar indicates the value att, where the sample
temperature reaches the final quench temperature.
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cause of the fact that the determination ofv and I 0 are de-
coupled. It is also difficult to imagine that this time indepe
dent value off is different from unity. Our observation o
grain growth afterf'1 indicates that the defects separati
neighboring grains are mobile and grain growth occurs d
to annihilation of some of these defects. In the shall
quench depth regime, we can thus identify two stages
grain growth; an early stage where grains grow by consu
ing the surrounding disordered phase and a late stage w
grains grow by defect annihilation. The end of the early sta
signals the completion of the disorder-to-order transition
is seen in Fig. 9~a! that the completion time decreases mon
tonically with increasing quench depth. At 130 °C, for e
ample, f'1 at t5150 min, while at 124 °C,f'1 at t
570 min. Thus, at 124 °C,f is constant over a considerab
portion of the available time window~70–200 min!.

An interesting situation arises at a quench temperatur
122 °C, as shown in Fig. 9~b!. Under these conditions,f nucl,
or equivalently,f, is essentially equal to unity in the entir
accessible time window. It is evident that at this quen
depth, the disorder-to-order transition is completed befort
550 min. Thus the grain growth seen at 122 °C in Figs. 6~c!
and 7 is entirely due to defect annihilation, and the tim
required for completion of the disorder-to-order transition
below our resolution limit.

The time dependence off nucl for deeper quenche
~120 °C and 118 °C! is also shown in Fig. 9~b!. A compari-
son of the data in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! provides the first indi-
cations of a qualitative difference between shallow and d
quenches. During shallow quenches@Fig. 9~a!#, f nucl in-
creases with time, while during deep quenches@Fig. 9~b!#,
f nucl decreases with time. At the border between shallow a
deep quenchesf nucl is independent of time@T5122 °C in
Fig. 9~b!#. It is clear that in the deep quench regime,f(t) is
not equal tof nucl(t) becausef nucl is significantly larger than
unity at early times@Fig. 9~b!#. This means a breakdown i
the underlying assumptions used to equatef and f nucl.

It is conceivable that grains formed during de
quenches do not have the sameDn. This necessarily implies
that some~or all! of the grains formed during deep quench
are not at equilibrium. The decrease inf nucl with time may
then be attributed to a reduction in theDn polydispersity, as
the grains attempt to approach equilibrium. It is also poss
that deep quenches lead to a broad distribution of grain si
This polydispersity effect (f nucl.1) is clearly seen at 120 °C
and 118 °C but hints of such behavior are contained in
data at 122 °C@Fig. 9~b!#. A more complete description o
the polydisperse grain structure obtained during de
quenches will require the development of more sophistica
models than those used in this paper.

In Fig. 10 we plot the final characteristic lengths of th
grains obtained att5tL . We find a sharp distinction betwee
the grains formed after shallow quenchesT.123 °C and
grains formed after deep quenchesT,123 °C. In the shal-
low quench regime we obtain anisotropic grains (lÞw) that
are large while in the large quench regime we find isotro
grains (l 5w) that are small.

Anisotropic grains are expected to form during the ea
stages of the disorder-to-order transition due to the ani
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ropy of the hexagonal microstructure.10 The interfacial ten-
sion between the ordered phase and the surrounding d
dered phase depends on the orientation of the inter
relative to the optic axis and this will induce the formation
ellipsoidal grains. The Wulff construction2 can be used to
determine the shape of the ordered grains that would gro
the ordering process were carried out at infinitesimal que
depth. One thus expects anisotropic grains to emerge du
the early stages of shallow quenches when grain growt
slow and the grains are well separated from their neighb
This is consistent with our observations at shallow que
depths, see early time data in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. However,
after the disorder-to-order transition is complete, the orde
grains are no longer in contact with the disordered phase
the driving forces that led to the formation of ellipsoid
grains are no longer operative. Decreasing Gibbs energy
fully ordered sample requires reducing defect density. O
mechanism of accomplishing this is by reducing the anis
ropy of grains, i.e., reducingl /w, at constant grain volume
The decrease inl with increasing time observed during th
late stages of ordering at 130 °C@Fig. 6~a!# is a spontaneous
process because grain volume remains constant during
time ~see Fig. 7!. At all other quench temperatures, grai
grow irreversibly, i.e.,l and w increase monotonically with
time @Figs. 6~a!–6~c!#.

We conclude that kinetic factors dominate grain grow
in the deep quench regime because isotropic grains were
tained during all stages of order formation@Fig. 6~c!#. We
conducted additional experiments to study the polydispe
and nonequilibrium character of the grain structure form
during deep quenches. The results of these experiment
described below.

V. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EQUILIBRIUM
ORDER PARAMETER

An SI~20-6! sample was subjected to a quench to 124
and held there untilt5180 min as discussed in Sec. IV. Th
is the first step of the experiment~step 1!. The sample is
filled with equilibrated grains at the end of this step@see
124 °C data in Fig. 9~a!#. The sample temperature was th

FIG. 10. The dependence of the final grain parametersl andw at t5t f on
quench temperatureT.
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reduced to 116 °C and the depolarized light scattering sig
was studied as a function of increasing temperature.
waited for 20 min at each temperature to ensure ther
equilibration of the sample and then measured the depo
ized light scattering profile. We refer to this as a multist
quench experiment to contrast it from the direct quench
periments described in the preceding section. The resul
scattering profiles@ I (q,m545°)# at selected temperature
are shown in Fig. 11. We obtained anisotropic scatter
patterns at all of the temperatures and we thus used
~2!–~5! to analyze the data. The anisotropy in scattering w
not large so we do not show@ I (q,m50°)#. We assume tha
f51 when the sample temperature is below 133 °C (TODT

5133 °C). We obtainv from the angular dependenc
of I (q) and estimate Dn using the relationship
uDnu;(I 0 /v)1/2. We define a normalized refractive inde
differenceuDnuequil as follows:

uDnuequil5
uDnu

uDnuT5124C

5A I 0 /v
~ I 0 /v !124Cstep1

~multistep quenches!, ~9!

where we use the subscript ‘‘equil’’ to indicate that the re
tive uDnu value that we obtain is from a sample with equi
brated grains, and (I 0 /v)124Cstep1 is the value ofI 0 /v after
the first step of our multistep quench. We cannot comp
the absolute value ofuDnu because we have not determine
the proportionality constant betweenuDnu and (I 0 /v)1/2. We
have normalizeduDnu by its value at 124 °C, the temperatu
at which the grains were grown. The solid symbols in Fig.
represent the temperature dependence ofuDnuequil. It is evi-
dent thatuDnuequil is a weak function of temperature in th
range 116 °C<T<130 °C. We find a dramatic decrease
the scattered intensity when the temperature is changed
130 to 132 °C~Fig. 11!. We are not sure about the state
the sample at 132 °C after a multistep quench. Perhaps
sample is partially disordered. We note that 132 °C is p
cariously close toTODT (13361 °C), and factors such a

FIG. 11. Depolarized scattering intensity,I, vs scattering vector,q, along the
m545° direction. Equilibrated ordered grains were grown by quenching
124 °C. The sample was then cooled to 116 °C and studied as a functio
increasing temperature.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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polydispersity in chain length and limited control over the
mal history may affect our results.28 We therefore do not
attempt to explain the magnitude of the measured value
uDnuequil at 132 °C.

It is evident that the grain structure obtained from a
rect quench to a given temperature~Fig. 2! is dramatically
different from the grain structure obtained after a multis
quench to the same temperature~Fig. 11!. For example, at
128 °C, the direct quench leads to a grain structure wit
much larger value ofI 0 @I 051450; see Fig. 2~c!# than that
obtained from a multistep quench~I 05220; see Fig. 11!. In
contrast, at 120 °C, the direct quench leads to a grain st
ture with a much smaller value ofI 0 @I 0514; see Fig. 2~g!#
than that obtained from a multistep quench~I 05320; see
Fig. 11!. Some of these differences are due to the dep
dence of grain size on quenching history. This is not surp
ing because the grain structure is completely determined
the irreversible aspects of the disorder-to-order phase tra
tion, and the products of irreversible processes are often
dependent. However, all of the changes inI 0 cannot be ac-
counted by changes in grain volume alone and there are
ditional effects that must be related to the internal struct
within the grains which affectuDnu. To focus on these ef
fects, we define,uDnuquench, the relative value ofuDnu ob-
tained from a direct quench experiment again normalized
its value at 124 °C,

uDnuquench5A I 0~ tF!/v~ tF!

~ I 0~ tF!/v~ tF!!T5124C
~direct quenches!.

~10!

The results of this exercise are shown by squares in Fig.
The value of I 0(tF)/vF used in the normalization o
uDnuquenchwas 1.309, while theI 0 /v value used in the nor
malization of uDnuequil was 1.284. The difference betwee
these numbers indicates the extent to which the grain st
ture in different samples subjected to the same thermal
tory was reproducible.

Figure 12 enables a comparison between the averag
der parameter of the grains obtained from a direct que
(uDnuquench) with that of equilibrated grains (uDnuequil). At a

FIG. 12. The temperature dependence of the average birefringence w
grains for quenched and equilibrated samples;uDnuequil defined by Eq.~9!
and uDnuquenchdefined by Eq.~10!.
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quench temperature of 132 °C, we do not see any sign
ordering @Fig. 2~a!# so uDnuquenchcould not be measured a
this temperature. At 130 °C,uDnuquench is significantly less
thanuDnuequil. We thus observe severe hysteresis in the 13
133 °C temperature range. It is evident that our experime
protocol is unable to establish the nature of the equilibri
ordered state in the 130–133 °C range. Such hysteres
inevitable near the phase boundary of systems undergoi
first-order phase transition. At temperatures between 128
124 °C, however, there is near-quantitative agreement
tweenuDnuquenchanduDnuequil. This agreement is obtained i
spite of the large difference in the scattering profiles obtain
after direct and multistep quenches. We conclude that gr
formed by direct quenches to 128 °C, 126 °C, and 124 °C
at equilibrium. By definition, there should be no polydispe
sity of Dn in this temperature range. At 122 °C, 120 °C, a
118 °C, however,uDnuquench is significantly smaller than
uDnuequil, indicating that the grains formed in the dee
quench regime are out of equilibrium~Fig. 12!.

The data discussed in Sec. IV showed qualitative diff
ences in grain size obtained in the shallow and deep que
regimes~Figs. 9 and 10!. The data in this section confirm
that the internal structure of the grains formed in the shall
and deep quench regimes is also qualitatively different.

VI. RHEOLOGY

The objective of this section is to obtain the characte
tic relaxation time in SI~20-6! melts from rheological mea
surements. We restrict our attention to the disordered s
where the relationship between relaxation processes
rheological measurements is reasonably well establish
The frequency~v! dependence of the real and imagina
parts of the shear stress relaxation modulus,G8 and G9,
respectively, were measured as a function of decreasing
perature from 145 to 133 °C. The data obtained at 133 °C
shown in Fig. 13~a!. Conventional time-temperatur
superposition29 was used to shift data obtained at higher te
peratures and the shifted data are also shown in Fig. 13~a!.
The temperature dependence ofaT , the shift factors used to
collapse the data, are given in Fig. 13~b!. The G9(v) data
exhibit simple behavior. Approximate liquidlike behavio
G9;v1 is seen in the low frequency limit and time
temperature superposition leads to a reasonable collaps
the data@Fig. 13~a!#. In contrast, we see some complexity
the G8(v) data. Time-temperature superposition does
lead to perfect collapse at low frequencies. In additio
power law fits through the low frequencyG8 data yield an
exponent 1.7 at all temperatures, instead of the expe
value of 2. Similar results were obtained by Jin and Lodge
their comprehensive study of the rheology of block copo
mer solutions.30 It is believed that this complexity is due t
the presence of concentration fluctuations in disorde
block copolymer systems. The amplitude of the fluctuatio
is temperature dependent and this causes failure of tim
temperature superposition. Following Jin and Lodge, we
timate the characteristic time scale for relaxation of conc
tration fluctuations,tfluc , by a power law extrapolation of the
low frequencyG8 and G9 data, and locatingv int the fre-
quency at the intersection point of the power law lines. N

in
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that v int is temperature dependent due to the lack of per
time–temperature superposition; see Fig. 13~a!. We take

tfluc5
aT

v int
. ~11!

The temperature dependencies ofv int and tfluc are given in
Table I.

VII. SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING

Theq dependence of the coherent SANS intensityI SANS

from SI~20-6! at selected temperatures is shown in Fig.
The sample was first disordered and studied as a functio
decreasing temperature. A scattering peak is seen aq
5qpeak'0.37 nm21 regardless of temperature. The locati
of the scattering peak is in agreement with literature.31,32 At
temperatures>135 °C, the scattering peak indicates t
length scale of disordered concentration fluctuations. At te
peratures<131 °C, the scattering peak gives the average
tice constant of the hexagonal phase,d52p/0.37
517.0 nm. There is no sharp distinction between SANS d

FIG. 13. ~a! The frequency~v! dependence of the real and imaginary pa
of the stress relaxation modulus,G8 and G9, respectively, after time–
temperature superposition, at a reference temperature of 133 °C.~b! The
temperature dependence of the shift factors,aT , used to obtain the super
position shown in part~a!.
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obtained from the disordered and ordered state. This is c
sistent with previously published literature, e.g., Ref. 21.

VIII. MECHANISMS OF GRAIN FORMATION

We now combine the results of depolarized light scatt
ing, rheology, and SANS, to identify the factors that cont
grain formation in SI~20-6! melts. In particular we would
like to know the reason for the qualitative difference
grains formed by quenches above and below 123 °C. O
possible reason for this difference is a mechanistic chang
the disorder-to-order phase transition at 123 °C. The me
field theory of block copolymers predicts the presence o
spinodal at temperatures just below the stability limit of t
hexagonal phase.31 If the spinodal for our system were lo
cated at 123 °C, then above 123 °C we would obtain conv
tional nucleation and growth while below 123 °C we wou
obtain spinodal decomposition. It is therefore possible t
the complex grain structures observed below 123 °C ar
product of spinodal decomposition. The presence of a s
odal is indicated by a divergence in the disordered s
structure factor.31 In Fig. 15 we plot 1/I peak vs 1/T, the con-
ventional plot for locating the spinodal within the mean-fie
approximation. The data obtained in the disordered s
were extrapolated to the point where 1/I peak→0. As shown in
Fig. 15, the spinodal obtained by this procedure is locate
88 °C. Our data rule out the possibility of a divergent pe
intensity at 123 °C (1/T50.0025K21). Thus, the reason fo
the complex grain structure obtained below 123 °C canno

FIG. 14. SANS intensity,I SANS vs scattering vectorq at selected tempera
tures.

TABLE I. Temperature dependence of the rheological properties of di
dered SI~20-6!.

T ~°C! aT v int ~rad/s! tfluc ~s!

133 1.000 111.00 0.0090
136 0.642 132.50 0.0049
139 0.413 158.50 0.0026
142 0.268 171.00 0.0016
145 0.177 185.00 0.0010
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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due to a change in the phase transition mechanism. We th
fore consider the possibility that our observations are du
kinetic reasons.

Our determination off(t) in Fig. 9~a! enables the deter
mination of the time required to complete the disorder-
order transition. This time, which we calltorder, is defined to
be the earliest time at whichf.0.9 was recorded minus 3
min ~the average time required to quench the sample!. Our
error in torder due to the finite time required to quench th
sample is65 min. At 124 °C, for example,f.0.9 at t
>70 min, andtorder is thus 3465 min. We determinedtorder

in the available temperature window~130 °C to 124 °C! and
our results are shown in Fig. 16. Also shown in Fig. 16 is
temperature dependence oftfluc , the characteristic time scal
for relaxation of concentration fluctuations in the disorde
state, taken from Table I. To a good approximation, b
time scales exhibit exponential dependencies on tempera
The lines in Fig. 16 are least squares fits through the d

FIG. 15. A plot of 1/I peakthe SANS intensity at the peak vs the reciprocal
absolute temperature, 1/T. Filled circles, disordered state. Open symbo
ordered state. A linear fit through the disordered state data was use
estimate the spinodal temperature,Ts .

FIG. 16. The temperature dependence of relevant time scales. Circles,
required to complete the disorder-to-order transition,torder. Squares, intrin-
sic time scale for fluctuation relaxation,tfluc . The lines are used to extrapo
late the measured trends to the temperature range wheretorderandtfluc could
not be measured directly.
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The observed exponential temperature dependencies oftorder

andtfluc on temperature are not surprising. The exponen
temperature dependence of the relaxation time is chara
istic of fluids at temperatures that are well above the gl
transition temperature. The exponential decrease oftorder

with increasing quench depth, indicates that the order form
tion in our system are dominated by thermodynamic driv
forces which become stronger with quench depth. We co
not measuretfluc at temperatures below 133 °C because
the formation of the ordered phase, which has comple
different rheological characteristics. Similarly, we could n
measuretorderat temperatures below 124 °C because the ti
required to complete the disorder-to-order transition w
smaller than the time required to quench the sample. In
range where direct measurements are not possible, we
matetorder and tfluc using extrapolations of the exponenti
fits, i.e., the lines in Fig. 16.

The grain structure at completion (t5torder136 min)
gives an estimate the density of nuclei that are formed du
the disorder-to-order transition. If we assume that ea
nucleus gives rise to one grain at completion, then the nu
ber of nuclei per unit volume,rnucl51/v(t5torder). Some
justification for this assumption comes from the fact th
grain growth by defect annihilation is much slower th
grain growth by consumption of the disordered phase~Fig.
7!. Thernucl values that we compute is a lower bound on t
true nucleation density because some defect annihila
must take place before completion of the disorder-to-or
transition. In Fig. 17 we plotrnucl vs quench temperatureT.
It is evident that to a good approximationrnucl is an expo-
nential function of temperature. The line in Fig. 17 is t
least squares exponential fit through the data. As was
case withtfluc andtorder, extrapolation of the exponential fit
were used to estimaternucl at temperatures where direct me
surements were not possible. The complimentary trends
served in the temperature dependencies oftorder and rnucl

indicate that the rapid completion times observed with
creasing quench depths are due to increasing nucleation
sities and not due to rapid grain growth kinetics.

The formation of long range order requires a certa

to

me

FIG. 17. The nucleation density,rnucl , vs temperature. The line is used t
extrapolate the measured trends to the temperature rangernucl could not be
measured directly.
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amount of space and time. The space available for a g
nucleus to grow is limited by the neighboring nuclei. T
average distance between neighboring nucleiLnucl, given by
Lnucl5A3 v(t5torder), is thus a measure of the space availa
for order formation. The time available for order formation
torder. We define a dimensionless time scalet* ,

t* 5
torder

tfluc
, ~12!

and a dimensionless length scaleL* ,

L* 5
Lnucl

d
. ~13!

It is clear thatL* andt* must be greater than unity fo
classical nucleation and growth kinetics to be observed,
caused andtfluc are obvious lower bounds for the space a
time required for nucleation. However, it is conceivable th
order formation is a collective phenomenon, requiring
concerted rearrangement of several molecules. If this is
thenL* andt* must be significantly greater than unity fo
classical nucleation and growth kinetics to be observed
Fig. 18 we plotL* andt* as a function of temperature. A
123 °C, the temperature at which we observe a chang
grain structure from equilibrated grains to kinetically trapp
grains, we find thatL* 5102 while t* 523104, i.e., L*
!t* . SinceL* is significantly smaller thant* , not only at
123 °C but through the entire experimental temperature w
dow ~Fig. 18!, we conclude that the primary limitation tha
prevents equilibration in the deep quench regime is the l
of space. We also conclude that temporal constraints du
rapid ordering kinetics in the deep quench regime are
responsible for the kinetic trapping. The result thatL*
5100 at 123 °C, suggests that order formation in our sys
is a collective phenomenon that involves concerted mo
of about 100 chains. If space for such concerted motion
not available, the resulting ordered phase falls out of eq
librium.

FIG. 18. The temperature dependence of dimensionless parametersL* , the
ratio of the characteristic distance between nuclei and the characte
length of the ordered phase, andt* , the ratio of the time required to form th
ordered phase to the characteristic time for relaxation of concentration
tuations.
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IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Grain growth in SI~20-6! melts was studied by time
resolved depolarized light scattering after a quiescent que
from the disordered to the ordered state. The sample exh
an order–disorder transition at 13361 °C. At quench tem-
peratures above 123 °C, we observed grain growth kine
that were consistent with classical nucleation and growth.
quench temperatures below 123 °C, however, we obtai
small, highly disorganized grains that were out of equil
rium. We show that the abrupt change in grains structure
123 °C is due to spatial constraints set by very high nuc
ation densities.

Whether or not we should conclude that the disorder-
order transition is complete in our experimental window
the deep quench regime is an interesting question. The p
transition is far from complete if we define the final produ
to be the equilibrium phase. On the other hand, if we acc
the poorly ordered phase as the final product, then the ph
transition is completed rather quickly~see Fig. 16!. The for-
mation of the equilibrium grain structure in the deep quen
regime would be indicated by values offnucl that are about an
order of magnitude larger than those obtained at the en
our experiments. This would require a substantial increas
f nucl with time. On experimental time scales, however, w
only observe a decrease infnucl with time in the deep quench
regime @Fig. 9~b!#. The time scale on which the kineticall
trapped nonequilibrium phase formed at deep quenches
transform into the equilibrium phase is completely outs
our experimental window. This fact, in conjunction with th
structural polydispersity that we find in the deep quench
gime, are reminiscent of glassy systems. In the deep que
regime, however, the polystyrene microphase about 40
above its glass transition temperature (Tg). The stability of
the kinetically trapped state thus cannot be attributed to m
lecular sluggishness encountered near the conventionalTg .
It appears that the poorly ordered, polydisperse grains
fill our sample during deep quenches do not have acces
pathways for approaching equilibrium.

Liquid crystalline systems are generally characterized
low defect densities, due to high mobility in the liquid dire
tions. In low molecular weight liquid crystals, closely spac
defects annihilate rapidly33 resulting in very large grains an
textures that have become the standard signatures2,3 of these
systems. Similar textures have been seen in block copoly
systems with low defect densities.34,35 In deeply quenched
SI~20-6! melts, however, we have demonstrated the oppo
tendency, namely the ability to trap high defect density sta
that are far from equilibrium.

In a previous paper13 we studied the kinetics of orde
formation in another molten block copolymer, SI~4-13!
where the numbers in the brackets refer to the molar ma
of the polystyrene and polysioprene blocks, respectively
kg/mol. TODT for this sample was 5961 °C. The composi-
tion of SI~4-13! and SI~20-6! are similar except for the fac
that polystyrene is the minor component in the former a
polyisoprene is the minor component in the latter. The gr
growth characteristics of SI~4-13! and SI~20-6! at shallow
quench depths are virtually identical; compare data in R
10–13 to present paper. In SI~4-13! we found an abrupt

tic

c-
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change in ordering kinetics at a quench temperature of 53
the grain structure formed during the early stages be
53 °C was highly disorganized. There are thus some simil
ties in the deep quench data obtained in SI~4-13! and
SI~20-6! melts.

There are, however, three important differences betw
the results obtained from SI~4-13! and SI~20-6!.

~1! The SANS profiles from SI~4-13! indicated a diver-
gence ofI peak in the vicinity of 53 °C. We did not mention
this in Ref. 13 but data presented in a previous paper21 shows
this effect. We now recognize this divergence to be a st
gent requirement for postulating the presence of a bu
spinodal.

~2! At all of the quench temperatures and at all times
found thatf nucl in SI~4-13! was less than unity, and it mono
tonically increased with time. There was thus no eviden
for the formation of nonequilibrium grain structure
SI~4-13!.

~3! The disorganized grains formed during the ea
stages in SI~4-13! transform into the equilibrium ordere
phase on experimental time scales.

Point ~1! is consistent with the notion that the poor
organized grains formed during the early stages during d
quenches of SI~4-13! are due to spinodal decompositio
Points ~2! and ~3! indicate the lack of kinetic trapping in
SI~4-13!. The conclusion of our previous study,13 that the
abrupt change in the grains structure in SI~4-13! was due to a
change in the phase transition mechanism from nuclea
and growth to spinodal decomposition, thus appears rob

Based on our studies thus far, we conclude that a di
ganized grain structure formed during the early stages of
disorder-to-order transition in block copolymer melts can
due to many reasons. In some systems like SI~4-13! it ap-
pears to be the consequence of an underlying spinoda
other systems like SI~20-6! it appears to be a consequence
spatial constraints set up by very large nucleation densi
It is possible that in other systems, temporal constraints
result in the formation of a disorganized grain structure. T
answer to the question first raised by Hajduket al.,36 whether
the grains structure in block copolymers is controlled
thermodynamic or kinetic factors, appears to be system
pendent.

Some theories have addressed the role of underly
thermodynamic features such as spinodals on the forma
and disappearance of nonequilibrium structures.37,38 Recent
simulations39 suggest that hydrodynamics may play a k
role in the annealing of nonequilibrium structures form
during the early stages. Other theories assume that order
mation occurs by classical nucleation and growth.40,41 Our
experiments indicate that nucleation density plays an es
tial role in determining the grain structure in some blo
copolymers. We are not aware of testable theoretical pre
tions for the variation of nucleation density with quen
depth in block copolymer melts. We are also not aware
any predictions of nucleation densities required for kine
trapping. We hope that our work will motivate the develo
ment of more complete theories on the kinetics of the dis
der to order transition in block copolymers.
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